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ABSTRACT 

 
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are faced with the problem that network size is inversely proportional to 
network lifetime because the number of data packets transmitted is equal to the number of communication 
nodes for recovering original signal. Compressed sensing(CS) compresses and samples in sparse domain of 
network source to reduce the amount of transmitted data to accurately reconstruct original signal which is 
far less than the number of network nodes, and thereby reducing total energy consumption of network. 
Network coding (NC) is applied to intermediate node to encode data before forwarding it rather than simply 
store and forward it, achieving balance of network load. This paper introduces research status of two 
emerging technologies, proposing combined method by researching their inner contact and applying them 
to WSN to expand network size while reducing energy consumption to prolong life of network. 
Furthermore, we conclude our work and point out future research directions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)[1]  consists of 
massive tiny sensor nodes which cooperate with 
each other to perceive information in target region 
firstly. Then gather and  process them before 
transmitted to the sink node through the mode of 
self-organization and multi-hop. At last the 
information of sink node will be sent to the user by 
other network. With the development of the 
semiconductor technology and embedded system, 
WSN have emerged as a low-cost and large scale 
platform to capture the physical world for many 
applications such as military surveillance, 
infrastructure maintenance[2], infrastructure 
maintenance[3],animal monitoring[4], internet of 
things[5] and scientific inquiry[6]. Usually wireless 
sensor networks will inevitably increase the number 
of desired node in the network with the  network 
size increases, and generally the sink node requires 
the number of data packets transmitted to accurately 
reconstruct the original signal is greater than the 
number of network codes. Since it consumes the 
energy of the nodes to transmit data packets, 
indicating that it will lead to the increase in the total 
energy consumption of the entire network if  the 
network nodes increase, further emerge the problem 

that the network size is inversely proportional to the 
network lifetime. The key to solve the problem is to 
reduce the number of the data packets required but 
still be able to accurately recover the original signal, 
and thereby reducing the energy consumption of the 
whole network. Furthermore, substantially 
balancing the energy consumption of each node can 
appropriately improve the life of the entire network. 
These are research hot spot.  

The measurements many nodes collected from a 
wireless sensor network are either spatially or 
temporally correlated and can be compressed, since 
many sensors observe the same phenomenon. 
Compressed sensing theory samples and 
compresses a sparse or compressible signal 
simultaneously to achieve a small number of 
projections much less than the number of the 
network nodes, and then accurately recover the 
original signal with a high probability from 
projections at the sink node, which largely reduces 
the number of packets required to transfer ,store and 
significantly declines the power consumption of the 
network. Compared with conventional routing 
methods that the intermediate nodes simply store 
and forward the measurements in the wireless 
sensor network, network coding let the intermediate 
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nodes codes the transmitted data firstly and then 
store and forward them, which improve network 
throughput while balancing the network load by 
taking full advantage of the network link to prolong 
the life of the entire network. According to the 
contact between compressed sensing and network 
coding, collecting and compressing data by 
compressed sensing in the source firstly, then 
coding and forwarding them through network 
coding at the intermediate nodes, at last recovering 
original information by reconstruction algorithm at 
the sink node. Combining the two applications to 
reduce the overall energy consumption of the 
network in order to extend the wireless sensor 
network lifetime while expanding its scale. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
we describe the research status of compressed 
sensing and network coding. Method of combining 
compressed sensing and network proposed in 
section 3. Finally, we draw some conclusions and 
sketch future work. 

2. COMPRESSED SENSING AND 
NETWORK CODING 
 

2.1 Compressed Sensing 
Compressed sensing is a new technology 

formally proposed in 2006 by Candes[7] and 
Donoho[8] in signal processing domain and 
developed rapidly recent years from theory to 
practical applications, which is widely applied to 
the field of signal and image processing, pattern 
recognition, and wireless communication. 

The core idea of compressed sensing is to sample 
and compress the signal simultaneously. When the 
signal is sparse or can be sparse in a transform 
domain, handle it with non-adaptive liner projection 
to acquire fewer measurement values, then store 
and transfer the values to the sink node in order to 
recover original information through recovery 
algorithm. Figure. 1 shows the theoretical 
framework of compressed sensing. 
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Figure. 1 Theoretical Framework Of Compressed 

Sensing. 

f  is the original signal, y is the measured value, 
Ψ is a sparse matrix, Φ is the measurement matrix, 
the sparsity of the transmitted sparse matrix x is K , 
and x is the sparse representation of signal f in 
transform domain Ψ . ΨΦ  can be represented by 
sensing matrix A . 

Measurement matrix ( )NMR NM <<∈Φ ×  
and signal f  are known, and measuring process is 
as follows: 

1nn nn m1nnm1m f y ×××××× ΨΦ=Φ= x                (1) 
As can be seen from the above formula, the 

amount of the measured value is far less than the 
original image signal and therefore greatly reducing 
the number of packets required for transmission. 

x̂ can be reconstructed by solving the following 
formula in CS: 

         Axx == y  s.t.   ,||||min  x̂ 0                             (2) 
Measured value y is known and A  is sensing 

matrix in the formula, but the above formula is non-
deterministic polynomial problem, when the 
projection matrix meets certain conditions, the 
problem 0 |||| x  can be obtained by solving 1 |||| x [9]: 

          Axx == y  s.t.   , ||||min  x̂ 1                             (3) 
It can be seen from the framework of compressed 

sensing that research focus of CS primarily 
concentrates on the selection of sensing matrix and 
recovery algorithms. 

Sensing matrix must satisfy restricted isometry 
property (RIP)[10]. Sensing matrix with a specific 
structure can improve the speed of the 
reconstruction algorithm. The practical sensing 
matrix is the matrix with special structure[11-14] 
including deterministic sensing matrices as well as 
matrices whose entries are random variables which 
are coupled across rows and columns in a peculiar 
way rather than Gaussian matrix considering the 
physical nature of the transmission process and the 
actual executable constraint. But it is still a problem 
to apply deterministic sensing matrices satisfying 
RIP features in range of optimal parameter to 
actual[15].  

In addition to the 0l and 1l optimization problems, 
reconstruction algorithms include semi-definite 
planning algorithm[16-17]. Some algorithms have 
been extended to the problem by solving the non-
convex problem such as p (0<p<1) optimization 
problems to reduce the number of sampled 
values[18]. It is difficult to build a unified framework 
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for the reconstruction through convex optimization, 
and analog compressed sensing in Shannon 
Information Theory[19-20] is proposed to try to solve 
this problem. In addition, the iterative threshold 
algorithm is also proposed as an efficient 
computing way to solve large-scale convex 
programming problems[21-22] except its imbalance. 

Applying compressed sensing to the wireless 
sensor network in the literature[23], it points out that 
distributed compressed sensing is only for the 
signal correlated in the time domain and introduces 
analog modulation and synchronous 
communication applied to the wireless sensor 
network. It puts forward the concept of local 
compressed sensing, considering the balance 
between reconstruction quality and transmission 
cost and analyzing the relationship between choice 
of routing scheme with design of sensing matrix, all 
these provide ideas and methods for how to apply 
compressed sensing to the wireless sensing network. 

2.2 Network Coding 

Network coding technology was proposed in year 
2000 by R.Ahlswede[24], and it is an information 
exchange technology which combines coding and 
routing. The message sent from the source through 
the intermediate nodes does not perform any 
processing just simply be stored and then forwarded 
to the sink node in conventional computer 
communication network, but network coding 
technology encodes the transmitted message by 
using the intermediate nodes rather than only at the 
store-and-forward, which can realize maximum 
transmission capacity in theory and improve the 
utilization of the link bandwidth. 

Figure. 2 shows the butterfly network model as 
an example of network coding, the capacity of each 
link is 1, S is the source node, X and Y are the sink 
nodes, V,M,W and Z are the intermediate nodes. 
According to the Max-Flow Min-Cut bound, X and 
Y can receive information a and b sent from S at the 
same time in theory. The traditional routing method 
is on the left image, which needs to use the link 
between M and V twice if  X and Y all both receive 
information a and b. X and Y receive a total of 
three bits of information, so the rate is 1.5 bit/unit 
time. M perform XOR operation to the information 
on the right image, X can achieve b through 

)( baa ⊕⊕ , let the rate reaches to 2 bit/unit time, so 
the broadband utilization increased by 33%. 
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Figure. 2 Butterfly Network Model 

Network coding can make use of other network 
links except the multi-cast tree to disperse network 
flow and balance network load to extend network 
lifetime. Simultaneously network coding can ensure 
the security of the data from a certain extent, since 
people can only achieve original data by knowing 
how to decode. 

Applying network coding to the wireless sensor 
network, the liner network encoding is sufficient to 
acquire network capacity[25], but liner network 
coding can be applied to the actual when it only 
uses random coefficients[26]. Chou[27] proposes a 
coding scheme which uses random coefficients 
generated by the intermediate nodes to multiplies 
the same number of packets and form a new packet, 
but it will bring heavy burden since the nodes will 
consume too much power for transmitting data 
which is equivalent to the number of nodes. From 
another perspective, this in turn provides an 
opportunity for the combination of network coding 
and compressed sensing. In addition, network 
coding have the probability of decoding failure [28]. 

3. COMBINATION RESEARCH 
 

3.1 Research Purposes and Practical 
Significance  

With the arrival of the era of the Internet of 
Things (IOT), wireless senor network is applied to 
the actual as a part of IOT and its scale is increasing. 
The network is deployed massive sensor nodes with 
simple embedded systems as their operating system, 
so their processing capacity and battery power are 
limited. Using network coding should transfer data 
packets which are equivalent to the number of 
nodes and consume a lot of energy in order to 
recover original signal at the receiving end, which 
makes the expansion of the scale of network 
conflict with extension of network lifetime. It’s an 
important research direction that using network 
coding to balance network load as well as how to 
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effectively reduce the number of packets 
transmitted and accurately reconstruct original data. 

The advantages of CS technology mainly include 
less sampling, simple encoding and complex 
decoding, so  computational capabilities at 
encoding end is relatively weak and is strong at 
decoding end because the decoding end is usually 
the base station or computer[29]. CS technology is 
applicable to WSN with limited power and 
computational capabilities and it generates a small 
number of linear projection values far less than the 
number of nodes will be able to accurately 
reconstruct the original signal at sink node, which 
can overcome the limitation of network coding as 
information exchange technology in wireless sensor 
network. Combining these two emerging 
technologies can extend network scale without 
affecting its lifetime which has strong research 
significance and application value. 

3.2 Research Survey 
In this paper, methods of combining compressed 

sensing and network coding are proposed by 
making use of the connection of each matrix in 
compressed sensing and network coding. It mainly 
researches combination of two technologies through 
these two aspects of encoding and decoding to 
improve transmission efficiency of the whole WSN 
by using CS to match NC at encoding end or 
decoding end. 

Network coding technology should collect 
packets at least equal to the number of nodes will 
be able to recover original signal, otherwise achieve 
nothing. Considering that  adjacent  nodes will 
observe similar phenomena at the same time or the 
same node will observe similar phenomena in a 
certain period of time, which illustrates a certain 
correlation of data the nodes measured in the time 
domain or spatial domain, so every node produces a 
sparse random coefficient vector and nonzero 
coefficients in the vector match to the measured 
data of the nodes[30], in order to reduce the number 
of the packets need to be transmitted, illustrating 
correlated data is compressible. Compressed 
network coding is put forward to solve the problem 
of network utility maximization by exploiting the 
time-domain correlation of the data[31]. The concept 
of combination of CS and NC is proposed in [32] but 
ignores the data header overflow problem in 
practical applications and need to be further 
improved. 

Liner network coding is used for transferring 
information and forming random projection values 
to display net-compression of the related measured 

data in a practical scheme[33]. This scheme increase 
diversity to developing the characteristics of 
broadcast of wireless network, adapting the 
dynamic transmission characteristic of the wireless 
network, developing relevance of sensing measured 
data to reduce the amount of packet the sink node 
needed to reduce the communication overhead. It 
considers the relationship of the network coding 
matrix and compressed sensing matrix, and needs to 
let the transmission matrix satisfy RIP property as 
well as solve the header overflow problem, so 
Bernoulli matrix is used as sensing matrix. This 
matrix can simply realize the increase or decrease in 
the data packet and solve the header overflow 
problem. Figure. 3 shows the encoding process, i.e. 
Process of merging packets. The active node 
receives data packets with different node ID the 
adjacent nodes broadcast and emerges these packets 
until the length of the packet exceeds the set. The 
saturated packets are stored and then forwarded 
while the unsaturated packets continue to be 
broadcast and merged until it becomes saturated. At 
last the sink node collects a certain number of 
saturated packets and then recovers the original 
signal by solving the optimization problem. 

 
01 10 00 00 ... 4 6 0 0 0.24 
 
01 10 00 00 ... 5 9 0 0 0.25 
 
01 10 01 10 ... 4 6 5 9 0.49 

Figure. 3 Encoding Process 

But it ignores the specific routing scheme, just 
schedules data transmission lines to avoid conflict. 
There will be data loss when the scheduled link 
does not work. The detail routing method is put 
forward in the system model while combining CS 
with NC[34]. It prescribes that adjacent nodes within 
a fixed distance from each other can transmit data 
rather than transmit them in a predetermined link. 

The link between transmission matrix of Random 
network coding and sensing matrix of compressed 
sensing is also discussed in [28], and compressed 
sensing is applied to the decoding end of network 
coding. It point out that random network coding can 
be decoded with a high probability, but still existing 
probability of decoding failure and resulting in 
transmission delay. It proves the transmission 
matrix of random network coding has the nature of 
sensing matrix of compressed sending and provides 
a network coding scheme based on random 

Bernoulli 
coefficient 

Node ID data 
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encoding and compressed sensing. The 
transmission matrix can be regarded as coefficient 
matrix of an indefinite equation when decoding is 
failed. Compressed sensing can be exploited to 
solve indefinite equation to continue decoding, 
which reduces the error rate of random network 
coding to some extent. This scheme realizes 
combination of CS and NC at sink node, but it 
needs to resend the packets when compressed 
sensing decoding is also failed. 

The study shows that there are a certain number 
of effects about combination of compressed sensing 
and network coding applied to wireless sensor 
network abroad. The combination is primarily used 
for reducing the number of data transmitted to 
lower power consumption of the nodes while 
balancing the load of each node in WSN in order to 
achieve more long-term life cycle of the overall 
network. It includes problems of signal or data 
acquisition, data transmission and routing, data 
fusion and signal reconstruction etc. Figure. 4 
shows the general model of the combination 
according to the above studies: 

Compressed
Encoding

Network
Encoding

Network
Decoding

Compressible
Signal

Compressed
Decoding

Store Transfer

Original Signal

Figure. 4 Combination Model 

The above research of data transmission is based 
on the ideal case of no external influence, so it’s a 
challenge to data security when data loss and 
alteration appears because of the malicious 
attackers. Therefore, the researchers should not 
only solve the problem of transmitting large-
capacity data but also consider data security. Of 
course, all of these should not have an influence on 
the lifetime of the network. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

Applying the combination of compressed sensing 
and network coding to wireless sensor network, 
which can effectively reduce the transmitted data 
and ensure the accurate reconstruction of the 
original signal in large capacity data transmitted 
network to reduce the power consumption, it can 
also balance network load through network coding 
to extend the lifetime of the whole network rather 
than change routing ways of the entire network on a 
large scale when some nodes stop working due to 
out of power.  

Besides the research of connection of their matrix 
and the combination model for the combination of 
CS and NC, routing methods should also be 
considered. Applying efficient routing methods to 
match CS and NC can reduce power consumption 
of the network to a large extent. In addition, the 
research and selection of sensing matrix as well as 
reconstruction algorithm can ensure the correct and 
efficient combination of CS and NC. Moreover, the 
combination technology can be applied to other 
wireless networks with large capacity data 
transmission in addition to the wireless sensor 
network. These are all research hot-spot in future. 
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